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Going Green
Takes Many Forms

Value In, Glitz Out
Activities are going back to basics as popularity rises

A
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s in many retail industries, toy industry sales this year
have been flat at best. According to The NPD Group, for the
12 months ending August 2009, toy industry sales fell 3
percent, compared to the same time period in 2008.
Yet the toy industry is faring better than other product categories, including apparel and video games,
both of which declined 5 percent or more in sales
during the same 12-month time period.
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One of the product categories that has been keeping design the jewelry. They are going to wear it. They are
the industry afloat is arts and crafts. This subcategory going to display it. When you add all those elements
is the largest of the toy industry year-to-date, achieving together, that means they are going to be proud of what
$1.78 billion in revenues so far this year, which is up 5.2 they’re making.”
percent compared to last year. Anita Frazier, industry
To promote the launch of the jewelry-making craft,
analyst for The NPD Group, attributes the rise to intro- Horizon is planning bead parties that will kick off girls’
ductions in the market that are innovative and at an careers as Mon Bijou designers. At the parties, groups of
attractive price. “They are really great products at value girls will get together and customize their own jewelry on
prices,” Frazier says. “These products provide a lot of the spot, take it home, and be able to tout it to their
entertainment value at a low cost, so they’re perfect for friends and family. Girls at the get-togethers will also be
these troubled economic times.”
able to preview the website first, which will feature visiEvan Buzzerio, executive vice president of developtors role-playing as designers for
ment and marketing at Horizon
their “friends” in the virtual
Group USA, agrees that the
world. As the girls impress
increased poptheir friends
ularity
in
with their
arts
and
creations,
crafts
is
they will
due to yearbe able to
round
lower
unlock different levels
price points. But also, he says,
and earn more charms and beads
moms feel there’s a sense of achieveto design with.
Mon Bijou from Horizon Group USA
ment and creativity kids just don’t get
Buzzerio believes that Mon Bijou
from tinkering with a toy. “Mom is a major driving force will be attractive to the girls because the product is all
in the purchase,” says Buzzerio. “She wants to occupy about fashioning and flaunting. “Personalization is so
the [kids’] time in a wholesome way, at a killer price, and important to a young girl,” he says. “When you elevate
they get something in the end that is rewarding or it to the point where she can show it off in a social comenhances their skills.”
munity, you’ve not only taken the play pattern and
As an executive of an arts and crafts manufacturer raised it up one level, you have heightened her own
(Horizon has been producing activity products since confidence in what she makes.”
1912), Buzzerio is not surprised that more moms are
Appealing to kids’ interest may be hard for activitrekking to store shelves to pick up the low-cost, cre- ty makers with more technologically based products
ative products. In fact, the company is prepping for the such as video games and virtual worlds, but two
launch of its newest children’s activity, Mon Bijou. things that set activities apart from other children’s
The upcoming release, targeted to girls, combines jew- products are the creative and physical aspects. “Kids
elry making that girls can design and wear with a web are interested in arts and crafts because it allows
component in which budding fashionistas can share them to do things with their hands,” says Mark
their creations with friends and fellow designers. “They Tasman, president of Peachtree Playthings. “When
are going to put something together that is beyond a you’re doing something on the web, you can print it,
simple toy,” explains Buzzerio. “They are going to but activities are more 3-D. They can hold it, they can
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Activities
feel it, they can make it, they can have it, they can wear it. There’s a
tactile difference.”
Peachtree Playthings is kicking off its second year of distributing Color
Me Mine, which are mostly bags that double as wearable art. The activity
set includes the bag and specially formulated, permanent ink that kids use
to color the product without the risk of it rubbing off on other fabrics.
“This is the second full year we’re bringing it, but it’s the first year we’ve
had a pretty broad distribution,” says Tasman. “The sales on it were just
fabulous; they passed expectations. It plays off the child’s real desire to
create as well as to be fashionable and to be trendy.” Sales on Color Me
Mine, says Tasman, exceeded the company’s projections by 100 percent.
He believes the product is doing well not only because of price point, but
because it features well-made bags with trendy designs that kids can use
as a guide to make their own fashion statements. “It’s got the right combination of price, value, and creativity,” he says.
The company is capitalizing on the product’s success by expanding
the updated Color Me Mine line from
the line with new bag styles and sizes such as roller suitcases, and even
Peachtree Playthings
branching out into room décor. Peachtree Playthings is attempting to set
itself apart by staying on trend and staying on season, but still sticking to the basics.
Tasman says the activities that are selling well today are basic crafts in updated looks
and colors, and the new year will see the same type of trend.
“For several years now, there has been a trend to get back to basics,” agrees Nurit
Amdur, co-founder and CEO of ALEX Toys. “Parents and grandparents are introducing children to skills that they learned such as knitting, crocheting, sewing,
and embroidery. At the same time, crafting is becoming very fashion-driven with
many kits to make wearable art such as jewelry, purses, scarves, hats, and other
fashion accessories.” Next year, ALEX will be launching a new line of wearable
art, including its Tie Dye Fashion Best Friends Scarves and Groovy Tote kits.
The tie-dye products make dyeing easy for children with new tools to twist, tie,
and dye. With the products, there is no need to presoak; kids can just add water,
dye it, and wear.
ALEX is also expanding its Little Hands Line, which is targeted towards 3
to 5 year olds. Preschoolers, because of their concentration and skill levels,
need their own specially developed projects. “It is important that retailers have
a selection of craft products that are appropriate for young children because
preschoolers don’t have the dexterity or ability to do complex arts and craft
activities,” says Amdur. “The big, chunky pieces are easier for young hands to
hold. The age-appropriate, attainable projects are perfectly suited to the attention spans and abilities of [preschool children].”
Although it may be better to have specific activity products for different
Tie Dye Fashion Best Friends Scarves
from ALEX Toys
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age groups, the activity category as a whole is one of the
few that can be targeted to every age, from preschool to
high school and beyond. “A lot of toy developers are
either going very young or going much older,” Tasman
says. “That leaves a gap, and activities can fill that.
There are activities from [ages] 4 to 6, 6 to 9, and 8 to
11.”
Another growing product type in the activity category is science crafts. Retailers, says Michelle Manning,
marketing director of Elmer’s children’s division Giddy
Up, are specifically requesting products from that area,
and so the company is preparing to release a slew of
new science products next year, under the Scientific
Explorer brand. MythBusters Science of Sports, the
newest product in the line in which kids use science to
test myths about sports; Heavenly Hair, which kids
can use to make their own shampoo and conditioner;
and My First Water Wonders Kit, which features
activities and lessons about H2O, are just a few products that will be introduced to the market in 2010.
Elmer’s Products, Inc. acquired Scientific Explorer,
along with Giddy Up and the coloring activity brand
Color Loco in late 2006. Since then, the originally small
company has evolved into a broad product line that
includes the popular science kit line MythBusters. “The
popularity of MythBusters is really giving us a big
boost,” says Manning. “What really differentiates us
from newer science kit makers who have entered the
market is that our products really appeal as gifts. They
have absolutely beautiful packaging and they don’t look
science intensive. They look really fun.”
Scientific Explorer prides itself on its reusability
and the long play value of its products. Inside its kits
are multiple activities and an eight- to 16-page booklet
that walks kids through the projects. After some of the
materials are gone, the activities can still be created
again by using household items, which Manning
believes parents appreciate. “Play value is absolutely
critical right now,” she says. “Parents are looking for a
good value and they’re looking for something their child
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MythBusters Science of Sports from Giddy Up

will enjoy for a long time.”
Likewise, Horizon Group is aiming to expand its Mon
Bijou play value with the accompanied virtual world. The
company hopes the Mon Bijou website will drive its content further and give the product further depth. Buzzerio
hopes the interactive website will keep girls attracted to
jewelry making. “The biggest thing about designing
activities is that you want [kids] to be proud about what
they’re making, not something they are going to lose
interest in, in either using or sharing what they made
with others,” he says. With the website, content is continually freshened because of the unlocked components,
the new designs, and the social interaction with others.
But, as Buzzerio mentioned, the driving force in
activity sales, and toys in general, is parents. Activities
have to be trendy for the kid, but appreciated by the
parent. “Toys, certainly, come and go in terms of popularity,” says Manning. “But, when you’re talking
about activities your child can sit quietly with, and
that a mom and child can participate in together,
think about that. That’s very powerful. I think we’re
going to continue to see parents wanting more athome time with their children and participating in
activities that they can do together.”
■
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Crayola’s Model Magic Presto Dots allow kids to create bumpy, 3-D
characters and scenes using the non-toxic and crumble-free modeling compound, Model Magic. To create the figures, kids use the Presto Dot tool to
scoop up round balls or stars and press those “dots” onto a Model Magiccovered base. The dots will stick, allowing the 3-D figure to come to life.
Once Model Magic is air dried, it can be colored with paint or markers.
Kits come in single characters, Puppy or Sheep, or in a
deluxe pack with materials to create two characters.

Girls can design real removable tattoos and slap them on their skin with Fashion
Angels’ Tattoo Artist Portfolio Set. The kit, which is part of the new Fashion
Angels Rock Star line, includes skin-safe markers and more than 50 removable tattoos as a starting point for creating original designs. Kids sketch out their designs
on paper and then use metallic markers to create temporary tattoos on themselves
or friends. The set is packaged in a reusable portfolio case that kids can use to
store their designs, fashion sketches, original poems, or even math homework.

Amav
introduces
the
Horse
Painting
Kit
for
preschoolers. Little horse fanatics can paint their own pretty
pony in a variety of designs and
colors. The kit, recommended
for kids ages 4 and up, includes
three horses, acrylic paints,
and a brush.
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Coloring transforms from visual art to performing with
Musicolor by Delta Creative. Kids first color in pre-printed, scenic
discs with Music Note Markers according to the letter printed in
the areas. Once the disc is colored, kids can stick them on the
Musicolor music player–––fashioned after a record player–––and it
will read the colored areas and translate them into a sound.
The set includes the Musicolor player, Music Note Markers
with each representing a
specific note, pre-printed song discs, one precolored song disc, and
five Create-a-Song discs
that allow kids to produce their own tune
from scratch. The player
features three buttons
that mimic the piano,
violin, and trumpet.
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The Manga Complete Drawing Kit for Kids includes everything children need to draw their own Japanese comic characters.
The activity, by Creativity for Kids, features a poseable wooden
mannequin that kids can use as a guide for their drawings and an
illustrated instruction booklet that teaches Manga drawing in a
step-by-step format. Also included in the kit is a GRIP graphite
drawing pencil, GRIP markers, Faber-Castell colored pencils, a
sketchbook, tracing paper, and an eraser and sharpener.

ScratchArt expands its Scratch Magic line
with the debut of a new collection of Draw &
Learn Stickers. Kids can create their own
stickers by scratching the
pages with the included
stylus, and watch colorful,
sparkling sea critters,
rainforest animals, arctic
creatures, or outer space
objects appear. Each package includes rainbow black
and scratch & sparkle
stickers, a wood drawing
stylus, instructions, and a
fun facts guide to learn
more about the subjects.

Sticky Mosaics, by The Orb Factory,
expands with the introduction of Sticky
Mosaics Butterflies. Featured in the set are
four butterfly shapes with a numbered pattern that children use
as a guide. Kids follow the numbers to
stick brightly colored
gems in a sparkly butterfly pattern. Included
in the mosaic kit, made for
kids ages 5 and older, are
the butterfly shapes and
self-adhesive jewels.

Tara Toy presents Color a T-shirt, a color-andwear line for kids 3 and older. Kids color in the outlined
design on the shirt with the included crayons. Once kids
are satisfied with their creation they can wash the Tshirt and re-color it, or make the design permanent by
having an adult use an iron to set the image. The activity kits contain six crayons, including one glitter or
metallic one, and a one-size-fits-most T-shirt with a
color-printed graphic.
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With GiddyUp’s Heavenly Hair Kit, kids can learn
about the science behind shampoo and conditioner,
and then make their own. In the activity kit, budding
stylists learn about the hair products and also why
their hair looks the way it
does, from the color to texture
to how hair grows. Also included in the kit are tips from
experts on how to select the
perfect hair style for a person’s
face and hair type.

Thumbprints become trés chic in Fingerprint
Fabulous by Klutz. In the doodle book made
for girls, users can take ordinary fingerprints and transform them into a kitty,
cheerleader, or hairstyle by using glitter glue, markers, and sequins. The book
includes three inkpads (purple, green, and pink), a black felt-tip pen, glitter glue,
sequins, instructions, and tear-out greeting cards to share the fingerprint art.

PlaSmart introduces Yummy Dough:
play dough that feels like regular modeling clay but is
entirely edible. When mixed with water, the vividly colored substance becomes smooth and kneadable so
kids can shape it, mold it, and mix the color together.
Because the clay contains no baking agents such as
yeast or baking powder, once kids are happy with their
creation, they can eat it without the fear of tummy
aches. Or, if kids aren’t feeling particularly hungry,
they can leave the creative designs out to dry and use
them as presents for their family and friends.
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Kids ages 3 and older can customize a Harley
hog with Kids Preferred’s Color Me Motorcycle,
licensed from Harley-Davidson. The kit comes
with the 10-inch uncolored motorcycle featuring a
stenciled bike on one side and
the Harley-Davidson logo
on the other. Also
included
are
four
washable markers allowing
kids to wash
the motorcycle and color
it again.
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